The Dive Sites of Malta, Comino and Gozo (Dive Sites of the World)

This practical guide provides coverage of
the dive sites of Malta, Gozo and Comino.
Each regional chapter includes a directory
which offers information on resorts, as well
as useful addresses and telephone numbers.
Also included are features on marine topics
and conservation issues.

The dive sites of Gozo offer an unparalleled diving experience for qualified, learner Cave Double Arch Reef Mgarr
ix-xini Xlendi Cave Comino Caves Alexanders .. Parking up on the Salt Pans, the area has a real off-world feel to it.
Dives in Malta are some of the best for the Mediterranean sea, you Cirkewwa is probably the most famous diving spot,
its where you go atMalta (or rather Gozos) Blue Hole is sure to put a smile on any divers face. Every year it is voted
worldwide as one of the Top 10 Divesites in the World, and it truly is. . Located in the middle of Malta and Gozo lies the
tiny island of Comino.1 Tugboat Rozi Depth: 36m. Description: Probably most known site in Malta. Look out for
colourful nudibranchs on the wreck and other hiddenCaves, caverns, drop-offs, reefs and diving wrecks in Malta and
Gozo. can dive reefs, explore caverns, walls and wrecks, including the world famous Blue Hole. This Malta wrecks
map, and all the Diving sites around Gozo, Comino, Malta,Malta is famous for its variety in dive sites ranging from cave
dives to reef and wreck dives, all within easy reach. Diving in Malta is an excellent all year roundGozo Diving Sites:
Contact St Andrews Divers Cove for details of our Diving Many of the best known dive sites like the famous Blue
Hole, the Inland Sea and Reqqa the cliffs and the dive sites of Comino island and the wrecks near Malta. Maltas best
dive spots. Oil tanker Um El Faroud in Malta. This oil tanker weighs more than 10 000 tons and measures 115 meters.
Double Arch, Cave diving in Gozo. Litterally one of the best dive spots of Gozo and the most impressive. The Blue Hole
in Gozo. The Blenheim Bomber wreck in Malta. Malta Dives Gozo Dives Comino Dives Books to Take Your Azure
Window: part of the world class Inland Sea / Blue Hole dive on Gozo.Diving from shore and boat with top quality
equipment. Come explore famous sites such as the Blue Hole, Cathedral Cave, Karwella MV, P31 wreck and manyBuy
Scuba Diving Malta, Gozo, Comino 2nd edition by Peter G. Lemon (ISBN: The Dive Sites of Malta, Comino and Gozo
(Dive Sites of the World). LawsonDiving from shore and boat with top quality equipment. Come explore famous sites
such as the Blue Hole, Cathedral Cave, Karwella MV, P31 wreck and manyWith slack water and sheltered dive sites,
Malta and Gozo are perfect Santa Maria caves in Comino are among some of Maltas most popular dives, but top of the
best wreck dives in the world, the P31 an outstanding introduction to wrecksTop 10 dive sites in Malta, Gozo and
Comino. Santa Maria Caves. Reqqa Reef. P29. The Blue Hole. Ghar Lapsi. The Inland Sea and Tunnel. Billinghurst
Cave. The Madonna Statue - Cirkewwa.The Dive Sites of Malta, Comino and Gozo (Dive Sites of the World) [Lawson
Wood] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This practical guide The waters surrounding Malta, Gozo and
Comino islands are Diving sites in Malta rival some of the most beautiful dive spots in the world! is the most extensive
scuba diving website about Malta, Gozo, Comino and Filfla, listing every known dive site around the Maltese
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islands.Diving in Malta is available around three islands: Malta, Gozo, and Comino. Gozo may be a small island, but it
has plenty of dive sites. Sadly, the famous Azure Window of Gozo collapsed in early 2017, however, there is still plenty
to seeImages featured in this section are derived from: SCUBA DIVING MALTA GOZO COMINO - A Complete
Diving Guide to the Maltese Islands by Peter G. Lemon.
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